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  Driven by the demands of relentless 
construction sites and unyielding oil fields, Cross 
Country has developed what is, by all standards, 
the industry’s toughest, most durable side dump 
trailer. 
    Every Cross Country is the result of over 20 
years of sacrifice and dedication to building        
“The Best”. Meticulous attention to detail, in every 
product line, has produced a trailer that is a tool to 
be used rather than just a trailer to be pulled. 

  A wide stance and low center of gravity provide 
the perfect platform for the Cross Country 
side-dump trailer. We incorporate hundreds of 
engineering features to give you the toughest, 
most ergonomic trailer in North America.
  
    For a fast, reliable dumping process, we utilize 
two 6” fast-acting cylinders fed by a rotary valve. 
This unique valve maintains a consistent,  metered 
hydraulic flow to both cylinders, preventing tub 
flex and giving you longer trailer life.   

Manitoba Operations

Ph: 204.822.9509
Fax: 204.822.9514

418 South Railway St.
Morden, MB
R6M 2G2

Ontario Operations

Ph: 519.676.7900
Fax: 519.676.9918

1 Solvay Drive 
Blenheim, ON
N0P 1A0

DARLING SONS INTL.

SIDE DUMP - 490SD

engineered for today. built for a lifetime.

CROSS COUNTRY MANUFACTURING



// 24.5 cubic yards

Features
// Super-wide 50” QT100 fabricated chassis for greater stability and lower 
center of gravity // High strength CAD modeled box design for minimal stress 
points // PPG™ Delfleet Essential primer & paint // Truck-Lite™ LED lighting 
w/ sealed wiring harness // Fast acting cylinders for a quick cycle time // 

Darling Sons Spec
//// ¼” Hardox™ 450 tub // Rear lift axle // Super Single Accuride XP wheels 
// Roll-Rite™ side roll tarp // Belting style front fenders // Black plastic ½ 
moon fenders // Bolt-on pushblock with under-ride bumper // In cab control 
box //

// No matter how dicult or demanding the terrain, 
Cross Country side dump trailers are built to get 

your job done – on time, every time.
  

SIDE DUMP - 490SD

Rotary valve guarantees an 
even movement of the box

Notched cross members allows 
lower box height for greater stability

Industry’s strongest chassis - built 
to optimize strength and weight

Made with ¼” 
genuine Hardox™ 450

engineered for today. built for a lifetime.

CROSS COUNTRY MANUFACTURING


